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Kennedy senior stressing out over senior portfolio

Senior Year, Senior Stress

Stress is hitting harder than what was expected
by Kimberly Diaz

A

Staff Writer

s Work Readiness Certificate
Interviews and other graduation
requirements have been passing
and as portfolio due dates are
around the corner, seniors as a
whole have come to the realization of real life responsibilities.
They are expected to fulfill all
requirements, although there
are other options to having
to complete what’s required.
If one is unwilling to fulfill the requirements of a senior portfolio there are other
alternatives, such as simply
not walking across the stage.
Back when most of our teachers
were in high school, graduation
requirements weren’t as strict nor

was administration so involved.
Under the impression that administration is molding us towards
our futures, they have begun to
force requirements upon seniors.
Students shouldn’t feel like
something is being forced onto
them, especially something like
working on portfolios. Kennedy
senior Alyssa Serrato stated, “I
feel like they should make stuff
like this optional. This should’ve
been made for those who really feel they need the guidance, but it should not be forced
on us in order to graduate.”
Events are being utilized as
ways for the administration to
gain power over the students and
hold everything that is not completed against them. For example,

Detention Detrimental to Education

seniors were threatened that if
they didn’t attend senior parent
night consequences would be
given, and this proved pointless
because all the information given
had been handled with previous
handouts. It is a bit ridiculous that
they would go to such an extent
of not letting individuals walk
across the stage because they’ve
chosen not to complete their senior portfolios or attend senior
parent night. I see the portfolios
as an invalid reason to hold not
walking against us, because some
people are already prepared and
don’t need to take part in all unnecessary and extra assignments.
Not only is it extra work onto
the seniors load, but it’s unorganized as it is being left to our
homeroom teachers who don’t
always know what certain things
are or whether or not what we’re
working on is properly done.
However, many students haven’t
made open complaints toward
requirements, which is seen
as a good thing by counselor
Neil Hochhalter who shared,
“I’m surprised that there are not
much complaints from seniors.”
Just because seniors aren’t
openly complaining about such
requirements doesn’t necessarily mean that they agree with all
having to be done. If we don’t
even seek to complete all that
is required in the portfolio it
doesn’t really benefit anyone in
the end. It would only be beneficial if it were going to help in the
long run and in the real world.
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Building an Education for the Future
Venture out and take a different science class
by Enrique Ormeno

Staff Writer

J

ennifer Richard, a new teacher
here at John F. Kennedy, expressed how some schools in the
Bay Area have made environmental science mandatory, forcing
students to take the class. John F.
Kennedy hasn’t made it a requisite, but they really should. Kennedy opened the AP Environmental class this year for students who
were interested in taking the college class and according to many,
it has not been a disappointment.

“... the content is
very important for
the future of our
society...”
AP Environmental Science ties
multiple science courses together
and covers relevant subjects that
are seen on a day-to-day basis.
Richard explained, “I think that
the class offers really important
information, and I would hope
that all students would have access to this information. However I don’t know whether or
not the class could be enforced
as a requirement because there
are so many other requirements that students must fulfill.”
The class consists of sophomores,
juniors, seniors, and many agreed
that the course is very beneficial,
especially if you pass the AP exam
that grants you college credit.

The flaws in Kennedy’s penalty system
by Autumn Morrison
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veryday many students are
assigned detention for various reasons: arriving to school
late, violating dress code, and
behaving inappropriately in
class, with the first of these being the most common reason.
As an attempt to combat tardiness the administration has set up
a system in which three tardies
recorded will result in a student
receiving a detention at lunch.
In theory, this sounds fair and
effective; a student doesn’t place
arriving to school on time as
a priority and misses precious
class time, so as a consequence
the free time that is their lunch
is taken away for not adhering
to the expectations set for them.
However, in reality, detention
is anything but fair and is flawed
in nearly every single aspect.
First, receiving detention is
meant to serve as an incentive
to not arrive to school late and
maintain regular attendance.
It should be noted that the period of time after the tardy bell
rings when a student will receive a tardy that will go towards
earning a detention is finite.
Between the times of 7:56
(when homeroom begins) and
about 8:19 (when homeroom
ends) students may receive tardies, but after homeroom ends
students are no longer stopped
by administrators at the door;
instead, students receive a note

at the attendance office to go to
class; this note means the teacher
will record that they are tardy.
However, while these tardies do show up on a student’s
progress report and will cause
an automated call to the parent to be made informing them
of their child’s status, they are
not counted towards detentions.
This gives the impression that
the later you are the less direct
consequences you may receive.
In this sense detention actually
has the capability of decreasing attendance and causing students to miss more class time.
Detention’s second purpose is to
punish students for missing class
time, because a student being in
class is their most important job.
However, students who receive
detention are often taken from
either their 4th or 6th period
class prior to the bell ringing in
order to be lead to the detention
center; this system again places
a higher level of importance on
students being punished than
on correcting the behavior that
resulted in the punishment.
According to Dean of discipline Irene Petty, this system
is only to be used after several
written summons have been ignored, making it a last resort.
While this serves as an effective way to get students to serve
detention it undermines the
importance of being in class,
as the consequence for missing class time by being late

Students stand in line to be given tardies for homeroom

begins with being required to
miss more class time.This is an
obvious flaw in the system.
The time spent in detention itself is entirely pointless and even
harmful to the education and development of students’ minds.
In detention students are sat
down, signed in, and told to
sit silently for about 40 minutes until they are dismissed.
Surely this time can be spent by
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reading, doing classwork, or doing homework silently, right? No.
Students are forbidden from
doing
anything
productive
and are required to sit quietly
and idly until detention ends;
Petty adds that this is to ensure students are “bored”
and will “not want to return”
and to create a time and “place
for reflection on how students can better themselves.”

In particular, senior Rus-Ann
Viray Ibay pointed out, “Mrs.
Richard gives the students a
lot of hands-on labs and group
projects/discussions that allow us to learn instead of having the same old lectures.”
Students such as Karen Camacho, Steven De Leon, and
Ibay have found the class to be
very beneficial and eye opening.
Students taking AP Environmental Science aren’t a bunch
of tree huggers. The class involves so much more than just
talking about recycling as it’s an
integrated science. It involves
identifying the connections different sciences have and trying
to figure out how to solve the
issues that exist today with the
help of those sciences. For example, students have learned about
how much waste is produced
when making everyday utensils.
Richard believes the content
is very important for the future
of our society, so she highly encourages students to take the
class. Richard says that this
thought of sustainability, the
way we’ll preserve our resources efficiently, can only come
through education and implied
that the class is very much necessary for the sake of humanity.
Richard explained, “If you don’t
know that there is a problem,
and you don’t know that problem exists, you don’t assume responsibility...ignorance is bliss.”
Though this rule has an understandable purpose, it is
still rather astounding that at
any time during the day students at school would be discouraged from engaging in
academic activities or furthering their learning or studies.
Detention attendants are treated as a monolith; all are addressed as if they are slackers, don’t care about school, or
think they’re above the rules,
in an attempt to reach out to
the students that truly have this
mentality and offer advice on
how to change these behaviors.
However,
any
student
that truly fits this description is unlikely to benefit or
change based on time spent in
detention and the rest of the students in the room left to listen
to a lecture that doesn’t apply
to or serve a purpose for them.
This absurd system is continued under the false pretense that
it decreases tardiness when in
reality anyone who visits a detention center at various points
throughout the year can see a
distinct pattern of repetition
among the students present each
time, showing no real improvement in punctuality as a result
of attending detention. Since
the system has proven largely
ineffective there is no reason it
should continue to be enforced.
While the purpose of detention
is
understandable
the system Kennedy administration employs is hugely
flawed and leaves much to
be desired and improved.

